
Top 10 Questions to Ask an Auto Body Repair Shop
 

Hastily taking your vehicle to the closest vehicle body repair shop might not be the best

decision when all is said and done. Discovering a respectable accident repair work shop can

be difficult and will take some research on your part. 

 

What Do Others Say About the Collision Repair Shop? 

 

The first step to discovering a reliable auto body repair shop is to carefully investigate the

stores in your location online. Blog site articles, client reviews and third-party ratings can

assist you find and select from the most respectable shops close by. 

 



 



How Does the Shop Communicate with Customers? 

 

Many-- however not all-- vehicle body service center have actually embraced brand-new

technology to make it simple for consumers to book visits online, submit photo quotes from

your mobile phone, and remain in the loop about the status of a repair with text or e-mail

updates. These functions aren't compulsory but deserve considering as you look for a repair

shop, specifically if timeliness is an issue. 

 

Does the Shop Routinely Work on Vehicles Like Mine? 

 

If you drive an import automobile, rare design or automobile make, replacement parts can be

tough to find. In addition to having the best parts suppliers, find a store that has the tools,

experience and equipment to skillfully restore your vehicle like new again. 

 

Is the Auto Body Repair Shop Certified? 

 

Auto body repair shops that have made OEM, ASE and I-CAR certifications use specialists

and managers with the needed abilities, understanding and training to carry out safe,

thorough, excellent repairs. Many OEM, I-CAR- and ASE-certified shops proudly show those

accreditation badges in their waiting room and on their website. 

 

Does the Shop Supply Rental Cars or Loaners? 

 

Lacking a cars and truck for several days can be a real hassle. As an added convenience,

some vehicle body shops have an automobile rental facility located in or near their company.

Others use loaner or courtesy cars to customers while their car is in the shop. 

 

Before signing a leasing or loaner agreement make sure to read the fine print carefully. When

you turn it back in, utilize your smartphone to take images of the car before leaving the shop

and. It's also wise to tape-record the start and ending mileage. 

 

Do They Provide Written Estimates? 

 

Ask the automobile body store if you can get a written repair work price quote, followed by a

made a list of bill after the work is finished. If the figures on the 2 files do not compare, don't

be afraid to question any disparities. 

 

In addition, the majority of credible automobile body repair work companies clearly post their

payment policies and store procedures someplace in the waiting room. Those payment

policies might consist of labor rates, material costs, warranty information, assurances and

acceptable kinds of payment. 

 

How Long Will the Collision Repairs Take? 

 



As the leading question that auto body shop managers field, this one has no cut-and-dried

response since every repair job is various. Factors that might influence the length of the

repair cycle include the extent of damage, the store's workload and their parts procurement

procedure. 

 

Hold-ups caused by variables like COVID-19 are possible, as shops take more client and

staff member security precautions and some parts take longer to deliver. A recent market

trend report published by CCC Information Services Inc. showed that the typical duration of

client loaner or rental automobile use-- the metric used to determine length of repair work

time-- is 9.85 days. 

 

The ability and training of repair technicians can likewise reduce or extend the repair

procedure, together with the quality of devices the shop uses and whether-or-not they

contract out some of their work-- like ADAS sensing unit recalibrations. Hectic crash repair

work shops generally do top quality work. 

 

Will the Paint Match the Rest of My Car? 

 

The last thing you desire when you get your cars and truck is a freshly painted door panel or

bumper that doesn't match the rest of the automobile. To avoid that from occurring, the

majority of vehicles have a producer's paint code situated under the hood, in the trunk or

inside a door jam. If the shop will be utilizing the precise very same paint color and not just a

similar one, always ask. 

 

Is My Car Covered by Insurance While at the Shop? 

 

If they bring fire and theft insurance, to be sure that your car is secured versus damage, theft

or burglary while at the body store find out. It's also suggested to continue paying the car

insurance premiums on your lorry even while it's being fixed. 

 

Bear in mind that the specialists will be test-driving your automobile to ensure that everything

was brought back correctly. 

 

Are My Repairs Backed with a Warranty? 

 

Knowing the response to this question will provide you assurance that if the repair work are

performed incorrectly the store will fix them at no extra cost to you. Most auto body service

center use some kind of warranty, so make sure to ask what it covers, for how long it is for,

and which stores will honor the service warranty if you move. 

Chauffeurs of all import and domestic automobiles, trucks and SUVs have been relying on

the team at Formula 1 Collision Center for skilled car body repair work in Tucson, South

Tucson, Marana, Oro Valley, Catalina Foothills, Sahuarita & Green Valley for more than 40

years! 

Our shop is a contemporary collision repair body shop in Tucson that uses the current auto

https://www.formula1collision.com/affiliates/volvo-cars-tucson/volvo-certified-collision-facility/


body repair work technology. This equipment matched with the indispensable skills of our

technicians indicates we can take on any repair task for any lorry. Our team services all

makes and models of European, Asian and domestic automobiles and trucks. It is our

mission to return your car to its pre-accident condition, or much better! Offer us a call and we

will enjoy to provide you with an accurate quote for body shop repair work or body shop

painting. 

 

As a household owned and run business we always push ourselves to offer the greatest

levels of customer service. We like being able to help our good friends, neighbors and other

neighborhood members get back behind the wheel of their beloved car following a mishap.

To arrange repairs or to request an estimate for the finest auto body store repair in Tucson or

the surrounding area give Formula 1 Collision Center a call at (520) 369-4291 today. 

 

 

Hastily taking your vehicle to the closest auto body repair shop might not be the finest

decision when all is said and done. Discovering a trustworthy collision repair work store can

be tough and will take some research study on your part. Our store is a modern collision

repair body store in Tucson that uses the newest auto body repair work innovation. Give us a

call and we will be pleased to provide you with an accurate quote for body store repair work

or body store painting. 

 

To schedule repair work or to ask for an estimate for the finest vehicle body shop repair work

in Tucson or the surrounding location provide Formula 1 Collision Center a call at (520) 369-

4291 today. 


